We can even autogenerate those recursive algorithms (known as R-DPs)!

But R-DPs may have lower parallelism than iterative wavefront algorithms

Consider the DP for the Longest Common Subsequence (LCS) problem as an example

LCS has a simple R-DP using linear space

We can systematically transform an R-DP to WR-DP by incorporating the timing functions

Each DP implementation or specification
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But LCS R-DP loses parallelism due to false dependencies

span: running time when #processors is unbounded.

We propose recursive wavefront algorithms (WR-DPs) – R-DPs with improved parallelism

WR-DP: approximates iterative wavefront order from within the recursive structure of an R-DP but retains all good properties of that R-DP.

We can systematically transform an R-DP to WR-DP by incorporating the timing functions

Completion time, $C(x)$ = number of times in wavefront order where a DP table cell $x$ is updated.

Start time, $S(x)$ = smallest number of times in wavefront order at which the update is performed.

End time, $E(x)$ = time that tracks the update with the largest timestep

Our WR-DPs use timing functions to launch recursive functions in wavefront order
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